
 

 

 

 

 

Monday 7th December 2020 

 

Dear Parents/Carers,   

 

This week should have seen the school hall full of parents and relatives watching the children perform their 

annual nativity.  Unfortunately, like many other events since March, we have had to consider how we can adapt 

our Christmas performances to ensure that we can still spread some Christmas cheer in a safe way. Next week, 

I will host a short Zoom Christmas Celebration for each class. These sessions will last between 10 to 15 minutes. 

The dates and start times for these sessions can be found below:  

 

 5:45pm 6:15pm 6:45pm 

Tuesday 15th December Rockets Moons Stars 

Wednesday 16th December Planets Astronauts Flying Saucers 

Thursday 17th December Galaxies Asteroids Satellites 

 

Parents and their children will be invited to join others from their class for the event. All children must be 

accompanied by an adult during the celebration.  

 

Over the past few weeks, the children have been practising a range of activities that will be filmed and shared 
with parents during the celebration. These activities include reciting poems and sharing Christmas messages. If 
you would like your child to take part in this celebration, please provide your child’s teacher with verbal 
consent tomorrow. If you are unable to see the class teacher tomorrow, you will be able to send them a 
message on SeeSaw.  
 

For safeguarding reasons, the session will not be able to be filmed and only parents will be able to attend. If you 

are unable to access the internet through an electrical device, please contact the school as soon as possible. On 

Friday, you will be sent the Zoom Meeting code and Password. To ensure that this event is as safe as it possibly 

can be please do not share this information with anyone else.   

 

We successfully used Zoom to complete our Summer Year 2 leavers sessions - I hope that you find these sessions 

enjoyable too. It is our hope that the children enjoy watching the celebration too as this will be the first time 

they see the celebration in its entirety.  

 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact your child’s teacher.  

 

Yours sincerely  

 

Mr. S. Proctor  


